
Managing Enterprise Level Migration & Upgrade

Our success strategy started with a plan to simplify and de-customize Campbell’s instance. In addition to 
reworking the current platform's architecture, a full migration of the content to a new AEM 6.4 instance was 
necessary. A full system audit would determine what fixes, builds, and changes were needed. Blue Acorn iCi then 
upgraded the system to AEM 6.4 (SP1). All of this was handled with efficiency and expertise by our delivery team; 
who worked under a strict timeline and was proactive on all the project’s needs. With that, we effectively pushed 
out Campbell’s migration, upgrade, and assets architecture ahead of schedule.

Meeting Business Requirements

Developing a Strategic Plan

Analyzing Platform Challenges

Blue Acorn iCi’s partnership with Campbell’s began on a small scale. We were tasked with performing ongoing 
system maintenance to eliminate bugs and keep the system running smoothly. Because of the quality of our work 
and technical expertise, the Campbell’s Digital Marketing team asked us to take on a bigger challenge. We were 
charged with fixing an AEM platform that was left non-upgradable by a previous implementation partner.

Because of the complexity of this project, more of the Blue Acorn iCi development team was involved in the early 
stages, including Discovery. During Discovery, a full assessment of Campbell’s assets customization was 
performed and their current implementation was compared to AEM’s out-of-the-box best practices. We fully 
identified business requirements and successors, which formed the stepping stones to swiftly move forward.

Campbell’s previous partner left them with an overly customized AEM Assets implementation. This meant things 
like user permissions were so tailored they could not evolve consistently as needed to support the business.

The User Interface (UI) also had a very high degree of customization, which put the platform’s functionality at a 
high risk of breaking during upgrades. These factors made it challenging for Campbell’s internal teams to fully 
adopt AEM Assets. As a result, their team incurred timeline setbacks and overspent on resources. This 
overspending was a highly measurable problem because of their significant number of assets (about 500 GB). 
Campbell’s needed AEM Assets to fit across their multi-brand enterprise platform in order to provide ease of use.

Through the strategic development and delivery of their AEM Assets solution, we gained Campbell’s trust in our 
abilities and team. They continue to rely on Blue Acorn iCi to provide technical leadership and maintain their 
current system. Our ability to provide strategic direction, technical expertise, and continued support across a 
variety of capabilities is proving to create a long-term implementation partnership.

Creating a Long-Term Partnership
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